
Stage 2
Term 4
Week 1



TUESDAY



SPELLING

1. Write 5 sentences using your words from your spelling list.

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

difficult aeroplane bottle explanation

familiar privilege lightning signature

thorough twelfth community available 



SPELLING
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Write out spelling words for today.



READING
Activity:

1. Before reading - skim your eyes over the text. What things come to mind when 
you look at the key features? Make a word list and share it with someone at 
home.

2. During reading - list any challenging words you encountered whilst reading the 
text. Use clues from the text to clarify the meaning of each word and write 
them in your work book.

3. After reading - create a mind map, draw a picture or write in your own words a 
paragraph that summarises the text.

Sea Jellies
What animals have no blood, blood, brains, eyes, arms or
legs and don’t even breathe? Sea Jellies! These marine
Creatures have existed for millennia. Although they are sometimes 
called jellyfish, they aren’t really fish at all!











Activity: In your workbooks

1. Draw and label a diagram of a sea jelly.

2. In your own words explain where and how 
sea jellies live.

3. Design a poster cautioning local swimmers 
at the beach about sea jellies.

4. Write ten relevant clues about sea jellies 
that could be used in a game of “who am 
I?”



Crunch & sip



Writing: Owl Babies by Martin WADDELL
Activity:

Watch this link of Owl Babies by Martin Waddell

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TPQRiSTYFHo

Questions: Write the question and answer in your workbook

1. Is this a fiction (imaginary) text or a non-fiction (informative) text? 
2. How do you know?
3. What is the text about? 
4. What would you need to do to turn fiction (imaginary) text about owls into a non-fiction (informative) text about 

owls? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TPQRiSTYFHo


Writing: Informative Text
Activity: Read the following Informative Text - Example 

Title: Owls

Introduction: Owls are known as the bird of prey. They are nocturnal, which means 
they sleep during the day and hunt at night. 

Description: Owls have forward-facing eyes and a hooked beak. As they do not have 
teeth, they use their sharp beak to help them tear apart their food. They also have 
powerful claws, which help them to catch their prey. The colour of an owl’s features can 
be brown, grey, white and black. The mix of colours provides a nice camouflage for the 
owl in their environment. 



Writing: Informative text 
Description:

They are carnivores, which means that they eat meat. Owls hunt insects, small mammals and 
other small birds during the night.

Most commonly, Owls lay between three and four eggs. They are white and round. The eggs 
do not hatch at the same time. The lifespan of an Owl is appropriately twenty years. 

Conclusion: There are more than 200 different species of owls. Owls can be found all over 
the world, except in Antarctica. 



Writing: Informative TExt 
Questions: Answer questions and answers in your workbooks

1. What type of text is this?
2. How do you know?
3. How is this text different to the narrative about owls? (Owl Babies by 

Martin Waddell)
4. Make a list of other animals, people, objects, and events you could be 

written about. 



recess



MATHEMATICS
Whole Numbers

Warm up: Complete to your ability
(Easy)
There are two odd numbers that are the same and two even 
numbers that are the same. 

The tens digit is 1 more than the ones digit. 

The ones digit is 1 less than 1. 

The thousands digit is 1 more than the ones digit. 

The hundreds digit is the same as the ones digit.



(Middle)

The number has four digits. 

The thousands digit is the number of days in a week.
 
The ones digit is half of 12. 

The tens digit is the number of wheels on a bicycle. 

The hundreds digit is 2 less than the ones digit.



(Challenge)



MATHEMATICSWarm up: Answers from above warm up
 1010, 7426, 1234

Roll a number and choose it’s value. Largest number wins.
Aim: To make a larger number than your partner.
Round 1: Make a 1 digit number. Roll your dice, place the number in the top square.
Round 2: Make a 2 digit number. Roll your dice and place your number in either box, then roll 
again and place the other number in the square. 
Round 3: Make a 3 digit number. Roll your dice and place your number in a square, roll again 
and again.
Round 4: Make a 4 digit number. Roll your dice and place your number in a square, roll again, 
again and again.

Challenge: You can keep playing to make
 4,5,6 or higher digit numbers.

Draw the games on either a piece of paper or in
your workbooks.



Digits Biggest Smaller

2,916 9,621 1,269

1,783

1,509

3,628

72,030

68,497

135,492

364,185

Change the digits around to make the biggest and the smallest number you can see.



1. Sort the numbers into the correct place on the table. A number can be in more than one column.

3495 6274 1093 4106 2871 8264 2779

My thousands digit 
is less than 4

My hundreds digit is 
odd

My tens digit is 
greater than 6

I am an even 
number

2. Can you write down a 4-digit number which would fit in every column?__________

Can you write down a 4-digit number which would not go into any column?__________

3. Riddle: I am a 4 digit number
My thousands digit is greater than 6
My hundreds digit is not odd
My tens digit is a multiple of 3
I have a repeating digit
Who am I?

5263 8037

2839 7267

4755 8628



Fitness time!

Play catch and kick a ball Make up a dance and 
teach your family

Learn a tic toc dance Family bike or scooter 
ride

Clean your room

Clean your room 5 star jumps and jog on 
the stop for 10 minutes

Family Walk Learn a tic toc dance Make up a dance and 
teach your family

Family Walk Play catch and kick a ball Family bike or scooter 
ride

Play catch and kick a ball Play catch and kick a ball

Make up a dance and 
teach your family

Learn a tic toc dance Play catch and kick a ball Family Walk Learn a tic toc dance

Learn a tic toc dance Family bike or scooter 
ride

5 star jumps and jog on 
the stop for 10 minutes

Skip up and down your 
driveway for 10 minutes

Family bike or scooter 
ride

Have a relay race with 
your family

Family Walk Clean your room Have a plank contest Play soccer, basketball or 
touch football

Family bike or scooter 
ride

Play soccer, basketball or 
touch football

Skip up and down your 
driveway for 10 minutes

Play soccer, basketball or 
touch football

Family Walk

5 star jumps and jog on 
the stop for 10 minutes

Help adult in the garden Play soccer, basketball or 
touch football

5 star jumps and jog on 
the stop for 10 minutes

Help adult in the garden

Play soccer, basketball or 
touch football

Skip up and down your 
driveway for 10 minutes

Help adult in the garden Help adult in the garden Skip up and down your 
driveway for 10 minutes



lunch



Science
What is the Earth’s surface and how does it change? 
Watch this short film following Scrat's adventure to the centre of 
the Earth.  

https://www.inquisitive.com/video/1209-scrat-s-continental-crack-up 

What do you see, think and wonder about the video?

https://www.inquisitive.com/video/1209-scrat-s-continental-crack-up


Science
Look at this picture showing the different layers of the Earth.

Write a sentence describing the Earth’s crust. The word bank will 
help you.

Surface Thin

Outer Layer

Word Bank

Talk about other things that have a crust.

https://assets.inquisitive.com/Structure%20of%20the%20Earth%20Infographic?token=eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiIsInR5cCI6IkpXVCJ9.eyJmaWxlbmFtZSI6IlN0cnVjdHVyZSBvZiB0aGUgRWFydGggSW5mb2dyYXBoaWMiLCJmaWxlS2V5IjoiYjU1Y0FCU0JyN2RnaGU0bnJnVTNJeFI1WXNrbEpncVoucGRmIiwidXNlcklkIjo5MTE3LCJhc3NldFR5cGUiOiJkb2N1bWVudCIsImludGVybmFsSWQiOjMyODIsInBhcmVudE9iamVjdElkIjoxMTkwLCJwYXJlbnRPYmplY3RUeXBlIjoic3RpbXVsdXNtYXRlcmlhbCIsImlhdCI6MTU5MDQ3NzAzOX0.9qUHpbIoesw_BGSd07nhqIpnQ7_4wPiCvLej3E9nSXk


WEDNESDAY



SPELLING
Choose a word from 
your spelling list 
and write it in the 
middle of this word 
map.

Complete each box 
surrounding the 
word.



difficult aeroplane bottle explanation

familiar privilege lightning signature

thorough twelfth community available 

SPELLING



SPELLING
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Write out spelling words for today.



READING
Sea Jellies

What animals have no blood, blood, brains, eyes, arms or
legs and don’t even breathe? Sea Jellies! These marine
Creatures have existed for millennia. Although they are sometimes called jellyfish, they aren’t 
really fish at all!









An acrostic poem is a poem in which the 
first letter of each line spells out a 
word, name, or phrase when read 
vertically.

Activity:

This information report discusses the 
physical and physiological 
characteristics of sea jellies. In your 
workbook write an acrostic poem about 
sea jellies by using each letter  of the 
word to describe the animal. Be sure to 
include descriptive language such as 
adjectives and adverbs.



Crunch & sip



Writing: Informative TExt 
Activity: Completed in your workbooks

a) Draw a picture of a family member 

b) Write words or phrases that could be included in an informative text about this family member. 
Remember that informative texts provide a description of a particular topic using facts.

c) Write an informative text about your family member and draw an illustration. 



recess



MATHEMATICS
Warm Up Guess My Number:

Use the number charts on the next slides to work 
out the riddles.

Choose the riddles to suit your ability.



Warm Up:
1.I am less than 50. 
If you skip count by 5s from 0 you 
will say me. 
I have a 5 in the one’s column.  
I have a 2 in the tens column.

2.I am more than 20 and less than 70.
If you skip count by 2s from 21 you 
will say me. 
I have a 9 in the ones column.  If you 
add 10 to 39 you will find me.

3. I am less than 30. 
If you skip count backwards by 2 
starting at 14 you will say me.  
I am less than the first 2-digit 
number you can see.
I am more than 7.



1. I am less than 130 and more than 
75.
If you skip count by 10s from 82 you 
will say me.
I am an even number. 
I have a 9 in the tens column.

2. I am an odd number.
I have a 1 in the hundreds column. 
I am more than 133 and less than 140. 
If you add 2 to 137 you will find me.

3. I am an even number. 
If you skip count by 3s starting at 50 
and stopping at 80 you will say me.  If 
you skip count backwards by 2 starting 
at 94 you will say me.  
I have a 7 in the tens column. 
I am 5 less than 79.



1. I have an 8 in the hundreds column. 
If you skip count by 3s from 862 you will 
say me. 
The numbers in the hundreds and tens 
columns are the same.  
I am an odd number between 880 and 890. 
I have a 3 in the ones column.

2. I am an even number. 
I am more than 900 and less than 940. 
If you skip count backwards by 5 from 
940 you will say me. 
If you subtract 5 from 910 you will find 
me.

3. I am a number with a 0 in the ones 
column. 
I am more than 880 and less than 940. If 
you added three to my number I would 
have a 3 in the ones column. 
I have an 8 in the hundreds column and a 9 
in the tens column.



Write each number in standard form in your work books 

1. (5 x 10000) + (4 x 1000) + (0 x 100) + (7 x 10) + (6 x 1) = 54,076
2. (4 x 10000) + (6 x 1000) + (2 x 100) + (5 x 10) + (3 x 1) = 
3. (7 x 10000) + (4 x 1000) + (3 x 100) + (3 x 10) + (1 x 1) = 
4. (7 x 10000) + (9 x 1000) + (7 x 100) + (0 x 10) + (6 x 1) = 
5. (4 x 10000) + (1 x 1000) + (4 x 100) + (5 x 10) + (3 x 1) = 
6. (6 x 10000) + (1 x 1000) + (1 x 100) + (2 x 10) + (7 x 1) =  
7. (1 x 10000) + (8 x 1000) + (0 x 100) + (5 x 10) + (3 x 1) =  

Write each number in expanded notation:

1. 80,674 = (8 x 10000) + (0 x 1000) + (6 x 100) + (7x10) + (4 x 1)
2. 36,693 =
3. 21,316 =
4. 99,632 =
5. 434,808 =
6. 545,118 =
7. 127,930 =



Fitness time!

Play catch and kick a ball Make up a dance and 
teach your family

Learn a tic toc dance Family bike or scooter 
ride

Clean your room

Clean your room 5 star jumps and jog on 
the stop for 10 minutes

Family Walk Learn a tic toc dance Make up a dance and 
teach your family

Family Walk Play catch and kick a ball Family bike or scooter 
ride

Play catch and kick a ball Play catch and kick a ball

Make up a dance and 
teach your family

Learn a tic toc dance Play catch and kick a ball Family Walk Learn a tic toc dance

Learn a tic toc dance Family bike or scooter 
ride

5 star jumps and jog on 
the stop for 10 minutes

Skip up and down your 
driveway for 10 minutes

Family bike or scooter 
ride

Have a relay race with 
your family

Family Walk Clean your room Have a plank contest Play soccer, basketball or 
touch football

Family bike or scooter 
ride

Play soccer, basketball or 
touch football

Skip up and down your 
driveway for 10 minutes

Play soccer, basketball or 
touch football

Family Walk

5 star jumps and jog on 
the stop for 10 minutes

Help adult in the garden Play soccer, basketball or 
touch football

5 star jumps and jog on 
the stop for 10 minutes

Help adult in the garden

Play soccer, basketball or 
touch football

Skip up and down your 
driveway for 10 minutes

Help adult in the garden Help adult in the garden Skip up and down your 
driveway for 10 minutes



lunch



CReative Arts
Activity:

Sketch the book cover of 

‘Owl Babies’ into 

your workbooks. 



THURSDAY



difficult aeroplane bottle explanation

familiar privilege lightning signature

thorough twelfth community available 

SPELLING



SPELLING
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Write out spelling words for today.



READING
Sea Jellies

What animals have no blood, blood, brains, eyes, arms or
legs and don’t even breathe? Sea Jellies! These marine
Creatures have existed for millennia. Although they are sometimes called 
jellyfish, they aren’t really fish at all!









Activity: In your workbook write the answers 
to the following questions:
1. Why is the term jelly fish incorrect?

2. In a sea jellies life cycle which form lays 
eggs?

3. How long do the tentacles of the lion’s 
mane sea jelly grow?

4. Other than for hunting why else do you 
think sea jellies might have stingers?

5. In your own words write the relationship 
between sea jellies and humans.

6. Describe in your own words how sea jellies 
move and hunt.



Crunch & sip



Writing: Informative Text
Activity: Research Task (completed in workbooks)

Using Google, research these different types of informative texts:

● Newspaper articles
● Brochures
● Posters

1. What did you notice about newspaper articles, brochures and posters? 
2. Which one did you find interesting? Why? 
3. Create a brochure about Tregear Public School

.



Brochure: Tregear Public School



recess



MATHEMATICS
Answers from yesterday’s warm up: 25, 49, 8. 
92, 139,74 and 883, 905, 890

ROLL, WRITE, EXPAND AND DRAW Roll 2 dice to 
make a 2-digit number. Fill in the boxes to show the number 
in 5 different ways. More challenging - make a 3 or 4 digit number. Write in your workbooks 
or grid below.



MATHEMATICS
Before and After:

You will need a pack of cards use Ace to 9
(Ace = 1) if you do not have cards, make your own 1-9
 You will need multiple sets.
Draw 3 columns on your page 
- Turn over 3 cards. Read it and write the number in the middle 
column.
- Write the number before in the first column and the number after in 
the third column. Repeat 10 times, Challenge: Use 4, 5 or 6 cards to 
make 4, 5 and 6 digit numbers and repeat another 10 times.

Before Number After

356 357 358

If I turn the cards- 
I record -



Fitness time!

Play catch and kick a ball Make up a dance and 
teach your family

Learn a tic toc dance Family bike or scooter 
ride

Clean your room

Clean your room 5 star jumps and jog on 
the stop for 10 minutes

Family Walk Learn a tic toc dance Make up a dance and 
teach your family

Family Walk Play catch and kick a ball Family bike or scooter 
ride

Play catch and kick a ball Play catch and kick a ball

Make up a dance and 
teach your family

Learn a tic toc dance Play catch and kick a ball Family Walk Learn a tic toc dance

Learn a tic toc dance Family bike or scooter 
ride

5 star jumps and jog on 
the stop for 10 minutes

Skip up and down your 
driveway for 10 minutes

Family bike or scooter 
ride

Have a relay race with 
your family

Family Walk Clean your room Have a plank contest Play soccer, basketball or 
touch football

Family bike or scooter 
ride

Play soccer, basketball or 
touch football

Skip up and down your 
driveway for 10 minutes

Play soccer, basketball or 
touch football

Family Walk

5 star jumps and jog on 
the stop for 10 minutes

Help adult in the garden Play soccer, basketball or 
touch football

5 star jumps and jog on 
the stop for 10 minutes

Help adult in the garden

Play soccer, basketball or 
touch football

Skip up and down your 
driveway for 10 minutes

Help adult in the garden Help adult in the garden Skip up and down your 
driveway for 10 minutes



lunch



PDHPE1. Students discuss with their parent/carer the following questions: 
○ What are emotions?

○ How can emotions be shown?

2. Read the scenario.

“You have spent 10 weeks making a model for your school project. On the day that it is due, 

you argue with your brother and the model is smashed to pieces. You don't want to go to 

school but Mum and Dad send you anyway. At school your teacher asks for you to hand your 

project in and you say you haven't done it.”

3. Discuss with their parent/caregiver how the following people would react to the scenario. 
What emotion would they show?

You,     Parents/caregivers,     Teacher,       Best friend,        Brother,       
Anyone else you can think of

How Can I Build Healthy Relationships with Others



Today for PE you will be testing out some teamwork skills and 
how helpful having extra people can be. 

Your task for today is to try and do a handstand for as long as 
you can (parent/carer supervisor NEEDED).

You will need to count how long you can do a handstand for 
without any help. After that you will be able to have someone 
help you. They might help you by;

- Holding your legs for you 
- Giving you some helpful hints 
- Keeping time for you so you can focus on your handstand.

PE



PERecord your results below!

1. Was it easier or harder with someone helping you? Explain your 
answer below. 

Handstand - by yourself Handstand - with a partner

Attempt 1.   _______________ seconds. Attempt 1.   _______________ seconds.

Attempt 2.   _______________ seconds. Attempt 2.   _______________ seconds.

Attempt 3.   _______________ seconds. Attempt 3.   _______________ seconds.



FRIDAY



SPELLING
Write your weekly spelling test. Get someone from home to read 
aloud the spelling list to you and check your spelling. Let your 
teacher know how many you got correct this week.

Complete the word search.



READING
Sea Jellies

What animals have no blood, blood, brains, eyes, arms or
legs and don’t even breathe? Sea Jellies! These marine
Creatures have existed for millennia. Although they are sometimes called 
jellyfish, they aren’t really fish at all!









Activity:

Scientific reports use nouns to 
help describe the subject of a 
text.
Some of the nouns used to 
describe sea jellies include 
‘invertebrates’, ‘creatures’, 
‘medusa’ and ‘larvae’.

List at least five more nouns used 
in the text to describe the sea 
jelly or its forms or body parts.



Crunch & sip



Writing: Informative Text 
Activity:

a) In your workbook, write down everything you know about bears. 
b) Brainstorm what you are going to research about bears. 
c) Draw either the ‘Grizzly Bear’ or the 

‘Black Bear’ diagram in your workbook

See example of research questions and the

Bear diagram on the following pages.  







recess



MATHEMATICS
Warm up:

Roll a number using a six or nine dice.
Double it.
Double it again.
Double it again.
What do you get?

If you up for more of a challenge roll a dice 2 times to get a 
2 digit number, or roll the dice 3 times to get a 3 digit 
number.
Double it.
Double it again.
Double it again. 
What do you get?



Round whole numbers to the nearest 10 and 100: Write answers in your workbook.

1. Jessica drove 345 km on Friday. To the nearest 100 about how many kms did she 
drive?

2. Ben baked 153 cupcakes for the bake sale. To the nearest 10, about how many did 
he bake?

3. It takes 53 minutes to cook the dessert. Approximately how long does it take to 
cook the dessert, to the nearest 10.

4. 592 people attend the baseball game. To the nearest 10, about how many people 
were at the baseball game?

5. Brock read for 88 minutes. To the nearest 10, about how many minutes did Brock 
read?

6. There are 508 books in the library. Estimate to the nearest 100, how many books 
are in the library?

Now draw your answers on number lines. Fill in the two nearest 10’s or 100’s at the end 
of each line. Circle the number you should round to.
Then plot the number on the line. E.g. 



Fitness time!

Play catch and kick a ball Make up a dance and 
teach your family

Learn a tic toc dance Family bike or scooter 
ride

Clean your room

Clean your room 5 star jumps and jog on 
the stop for 10 minutes

Family Walk Learn a tic toc dance Make up a dance and 
teach your family

Family Walk Play catch and kick a ball Family bike or scooter 
ride

Play catch and kick a ball Play catch and kick a ball

Make up a dance and 
teach your family

Learn a tic toc dance Play catch and kick a ball Family Walk Learn a tic toc dance

Learn a tic toc dance Family bike or scooter 
ride

5 star jumps and jog on 
the stop for 10 minutes

Skip up and down your 
driveway for 10 minutes

Family bike or scooter 
ride

Have a relay race with 
your family

Family Walk Clean your room Have a plank contest Play soccer, basketball or 
touch football

Family bike or scooter 
ride

Play soccer, basketball or 
touch football

Skip up and down your 
driveway for 10 minutes

Play soccer, basketball or 
touch football

Family Walk

5 star jumps and jog on 
the stop for 10 minutes

Help adult in the garden Play soccer, basketball or 
touch football

5 star jumps and jog on 
the stop for 10 minutes

Help adult in the garden

Play soccer, basketball or 
touch football

Skip up and down your 
driveway for 10 minutes

Help adult in the garden Help adult in the garden Skip up and down your 
driveway for 10 minutes



lunch



LEARNING JOURNAL
Now that you have completed your lessons for 
the week please click into your Learning 
Journal and submit it through Google 
Classroom or Class Dojo.


